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Company profile

 Formed in 2008

 Key expertise:

 RIS

 System integration

 Software development

 Project management

 Consulting

 System design



Latest Projects

 Technical assistance and supervision for 
installation of equipment and integration of 
navigation monitoring system on the Danube 
River in Serbia



Latest Projects

 Port monitoring software in four African 
countries



Latest Projects

 Full RIS setup on the Sava river



Latest Projects

 Upgrade and maintenance of the Croatian 
maritime AIS system



Company products

 Tracking & Tracing

 Full solution

 AIS Base station

 AIS Base station controller with dGPS support

 Central segment

 User front end

 System monitoring application



RIS Viewer



Multi-window monitoring



World Coverage



Other RIS services

 ERI 

 NTS

 Hull DB

 RIS Indeks 

 Voice VHF 
systems



LMS on lock Smichov

 Lock Management System overview

 Interconnection with LAVDIS

 Optimization algorithm

 Learning algorithm

 Lock operator application

 On-board ship application

 Public web portal



Lock smichov
 Probably the busiest lock in Europe with 80 ships 

passing every day



Lock management system



Optimization algorithm inputs

 Estimated times of arrival:
 From the LAVDIS voyage plans

 From public web portal for recreational vessels

 From on-board ship application for commercial vessels

 Manual input by the operator

 Lock state data:

 Current lock state

 Current lock cycle status

 Ship priority values

 Ship and lock chamber dimensions



Optimization algorithm

 Taking into account all the inputs it calculates the 
optimal locking plan according to the minimal sum of 
waiting times.

 The algorithm makes a decision if it should perform a 
locking at a certain time by checking other possibilities 
in the near future and if any of those possibilities 
would result in lower sum of waiting time.

 A special algorithm dedicated to placement of ships in 
the chamber is used that can take into account: 

 ship priorities

 ship dimensions

 custom lock chamber size and shape 

 other national rules for placement of vessels in the chamber



Locking times and learning

 Automatic recording of the following locking times:
 Entrance duration (time from the entrance time turning green until locking start)

 Locking duration (duration of the locking cycle)

 Exit duration (time from locking cycle end until the exit light turning red)

 The optimization algorithm needs predictions for these 
values and its accuracy depends only on the precision 
of these predictions

 The predicted values can be input manually by the 
administrator or learned through operation and 
updated every month for better predictions.



Lock operator application - GUI



Lock operator application – key features

 Vessels announced through public web, on-board 
app or LAVDIS are included into the locking plan 
automatically.

 Vessels near the lock and ones that have a voyage 
which should go through the lock can be added 
manually from the „Candidates” list.

 Once the lock operator confirms the locking plan the 
requested time of arrival (RTA) is sent automatically 
to the ship captain.

 Lock operators can assign different priorities and 
manually input RTA to influence the locking plan 
calculation.



On-board ship application - GUI



On-board ship application – key features

 Creation of the voyage plan for ships available to the 
user (including departure & destination points, cargo 
and barges)

 Creation of announcement for passing through the 
lock

 Send prepared announcement to the LMS server 
which is instantly visible to the lock operator

 Receive feedback from the lock operator in form of the 
requested time of arrival (RTA)

 Possibility to work offline, syncing occurs once internet 
connection is available



Public LMS web portal – key features

 Skippers add basic information about their pleasure 
craft (length, width, vessel name, registration number)

 Creation of announcement for passing through the 
lock

 Send prepared announcement to the LMS server 
which is instantly visible to the lock operator

 Receive feedback from the lock operator in form of the 
requested time of arrival (RTA)

 Visual representation of the scheduled lockings in the 
selected lock chamber
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